We introduce a new three-parameter extension of the exponential distribution called the odd exponentiated half-logistic exponential distribution. Various of its properties including quantile and generating functions, ordinary and incomplete moments, mean residual life, mean inactivity time and some characterizations are investigated. The new density function can be expressed as a linear mixture of exponential densities. The hazard rate function of the new model can be decreasing, increasing or bathtub shaped. The maximum likelihood is used for estimating the model parameters. We prove empirically the flexibility of the new distribution using two real data sets.
.
Further information about the OEHL-G can be explored in Afify et al. [1] .
In this paper, we propose and study a new three-parameter model called the odd exponentiated half-logistic exponential (OEHLEx) distribution. Based on the OEHL-G family proposed by Afify et al. [1] , we construct the new OEHLEx model and give a comprehensive description of some of its mathematical properties. The OEHLEx distribution has some desirable properties like its capability to model monotone and bathtub hazard rates. We show, using two applications, that the OEHLEx distribution can provide better fits than 8 other well-known competing extensions of the Ex distribution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the OEHLEx distribution, provide a useful linear representation for its PDF and give some plots for its PDF and HRF. We obtain, in Section 3, some mathematical properties of the proposed distribution including quantile and generating functions, ordinary and incomplete moments, mean residual life, mean inactivity time and some characterization results. In Section 4, we obtain the maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) of the model parameters and assess the performance of these estimates via a Monte Carlo simulation study. In Section 5, we illustrate the importance of the OEHLEx model using two applications to real data. Finally, in Section 6, we provide some concluding remarks.
The OEHLEx distribution
In this section, we define the OEHLEx distribution and provide some plots for its PDF and HRF. By taking G(x; ξ ) and g(x; ξ ) in (1.2) to be the CDF and PDF of the Ex distribution with PDF and CDF g(x; λ ) = λ exp (−λ x) and G(x; λ ) = 1 − exp (−λ x) , (2.1) respectively, where λ > 0 is a scale parameter. Then, the PDF of the OEHLEx is given (for x > 0) by where α and θ are positive shape parameters and λ is a positive scale parameter. Hereafter, a rv with PDF (2.2) is denoted by X ∼OEHLEx(λ , α, θ ). The CDF of the OEHLEx distribution reduces to
Plots of the OEHLEx PDF and HRF for selected parameter values are shown in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively. The PDF of the OEHLEx distribution can be symmetric, reversed-J shaped, right skewed or left skewed. The HRF of the OEHLEx distribution can be decreasing, increasing or bathtub shaped.
Remark 1: The PDF of the OEHLEx distribution can be expressed as a mixture of Ex densities 
Based on Remark 1, several mathematical properties of the OEHLEx distribution can be obtained simply from those properties of the Ex distribution.
Proof.
According to Equation (8) in Afify et al. [1] , the PDF of the OEHLEx distribution can be expressed as
where
k+l is the exponentiated Ex density with power parameter (k + l + 1) and
Applying the generalized binomial series to (2.5), we obtain
Properties and characterization
In this section, we provide some properties of the OEHLEx distribution including quantile and generating functions, ordinary and incomplete moments, mean residual life, mean inactivity time and some characterizations.
Henceforth, let Y be a rv having the Ex distribution in (2.1). Thus, the rth ordinary, incomplete moments and moment generating function (MGF) of Y are given by
respectively, where Γ (·) and γ (·, ·) are, respectively, the complete and lower incomplete gamma functions.
Quantile and generating functions
The quantile function (QF) of the OEHLEx distribution follows, by inverting (2.3), as
Based on (3.1), we can obtain a random sample of size n from (2.3), as
Using (2.4) and the MGF of Y , we can write the MGF of the OEHLEx model as
Ordinary and incomplete moments
The sth ordinary moment of X follows from (2.4) as
Using (2.4), the sth incomplete moment of X can be determined as
The first incomplete moment follows from the above equation with s = 1 as
Mean residual life and mean inactivity time
The life expectancy at age t (for t > 0) or mean residual life (MRL) of X is defined by
where F(.) is the survival function. By replacing (3.2) in Equation (3.3), the MRL of X can be determined as
The mean inactivity time (MIT) of X is defined (for t > 0) by
By inserting (3.2) in the last equation, the MIT of X follows as
Characterizations
We will use the following two lemmas to prove the characrterization of the OEHLEx distribution.
Assumption A Suppose that X is an absolutely continuous rv with CDF F(x) and PDF f (x). We assume E(X) exists and f (x) is differentiable. We assume further
g(x) dx , c is determined by the condition
Proof.
Differentiating both sides of the above equation, we obtain
on simplification, we get
By integrating both sides of the above equation, we obtain
h(x) dx , c is determined by the condition
Theorem 1.
Suppose that X is an absolutely continuous rv with CDF F(x) and PDF f (x). We assume E(X) exists and f (x) is differentiable. We assume further
If and only if
Proof.
We have
By Lemma 1, we have
On integrating the above expression, we obtain
, where c is a constant. Using the condition,
Theorem 2.
and ω m is defined before in Theorem 1. If and only if
Proof.
By Lemma 2, we have
Estimation and simulation
Let X 1 , ..., X n be a random sample from the OEHLEx distribution with parameters λ , α and θ . Let ϕ =(λ , α, θ ) be the p × 1 parameter vector. Then, the log-likelihood function for ϕ is given by
The score vector components,
, are available with the corresponding author upon request.
Setting the nonlinear system of equations U λ = U α = U θ = 0 and solving them simultaneously yields the MLE ϕ. This can be adopted using nonlinear optimization methods such as the quasiNewton algorithm to maximize numerically. Now, we conduct a Monte Carlo simulation study to assess the performance of the MLEs of the unknown parameters for the OEHLEx distribution Table 1 . It is noted, from Table 1 , that the MSE decreases as the sample size increases. Thus, the MLE method works very well to estimate the model parameters of the OEHLEx distribution.
Data analysis
In this section, we illustrate the importance of the OEHLEx distribution using two applications to real data. The fits of the OEHLEx distribution will be compared with some competitive models namely: the exponentiated Weibull (EW) Mudholka et al. [7] , KEx, KTEx, BEx, gamma (Ga), TGEx, EEx, APEx and Ex distributions, whose PDFs (for x > 0) are given by EW:
The parameters of the above densities are all positive real numbers except for the KTEx and TGEx distributions for which |θ | ≤ 1.
The competitive models are compared using some goodness-of-fit criteria including Cramér-Von Mises (W * ), Anderson-Darling (A * ) and Kolmogorov Smirnov (KS) statistic and its p-value.
The first data set consists of 63 observations of the strengths of 1.5 cm glass fibres, originally obtained by workers at the UK National Physical Laboratory. The data are reported in Smith et al. [10] . The second data set consists of 100 observations of breaking stress of carbon fibres (in Gba) as reported in Nichols and Padgett [9] Tables 2 and 3 list the W * , A * , KS, its p-value, MLEs and their standard errors (SEs) (in parentheses) for the fitted OEHLEx distribution and other competitive models.
The figures in these tables show that the OEHLEx distribution has the lowest values for all goodness-of-fit statistics among all fitted distributions.
The histogram of the two data sets, and the estimated CDF, SF and PP plots for the OEHLEx distribution are displayed in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. The plots in Figures 3 and 4 reveal that the OEHLEx distribution has a close fit to both data sets. 
Conclusions
We propose a new odd exponentiated half-logistic exponential (OEHLEx) distribution with two extra shape parameters. The OEHLEx density function can be expressed as a linear mixture of exponential densities. We provide some of its mathematical properties including explicit expressions for the quantile and generating functions, ordinary and incomplete moments, mean residual life and mean inactivity time. The model parameters have been estimated by the maximum likelihood estimation method. We assess the performance of the maximum likelihood estimators via a simulation study. Two applications illustrate that the proposed distribution provides consistently better fits than other competitive models generated using well-known classes.
